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Power to the Builders. 

Insights for Everyone. 
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Power to the Builders Insights for Everyone 

Cloud Native Enterprise Grade Platform 
Built for End-to-End Analytics Workflow 

Data Engineers Data Scientists BI Professionals Business Analysts Business Users Developers 

CLOUD 
PIPELINES 



The Early 1980s 

BI is invented: IT supplies static dashboards to lines of 

business 



The Early 2000s 

Tableau: drag-and-drop allows business users work 

with small, easy datasets 

Data analysts build models. Business users drag-

and-drop them. 



2014: Data Explodes 



Huge, diverse data can’t 
be dropped 

IoT sensor data, real-time text message data, global 

shipping data — too huge and diverse to be dragged 

and dropped. 

The best companies start winning by asking new 

questions of this data. 



The Evolving Role of the Data Team 

Traditional BI 

DBA/Data Eng 

• Granular design options 

SQL Eng 

• Coding business logic 

• Data modeling 

• Star schema/Data cube 

BI Architects 

• Making dashboards/reports 



Data Teams to the Rescue 

Better, data-driven decisions  

Can answer the hardest questions 

Can tackle big, complex data sets 



The Evolving Role of the Data Team 

Traditional BI Modern Data Analytics 

DBA/Data Eng 

• Granular design options 

 

SQL Eng 

• Coding business logic 

• Data modeling 

• Star schema/Data cube 

 

BI Architects 

• Making dashboard reports 

The Data Team… 

• Defines business rules 

• Established Single Source of Truth 

• Explores blended data 

• Provides ad-hoc analysis 

• Surfaces unexpected insight 

• Applies ML to find patterns 

• Recommends strategy 

• Empowers embedded analysts 

• And so much more… 



Building to Advanced Analytics 
The Data Maturity Curve 
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Investment 

Business 
Reporting 

Business 
Intelligence 

Ad Hoc Analysis  
and Insights 

Hybrid Centralized 
Data Teams 

Augmented Analytics 
with ML 

Basic SQL Abstracted SQL, 
Cross-DB joins 

Model Library, 
Stats in R / Python 

Feature Engineering, 
Text Processing in 

Python 



Data Teams 

Can Help By: 

Establishing a single 

source of truth 

Removing bias from 

decisions 

Giving you an accurate 

view of your business 

Basing your business 

and product strategy on 

data, not on hunches 

Setting up your 

systems properly 

Defining the right KPI 

upfront 

Creating “stickier” 

products that users 

love 

Transforming your 

company culture to be 

more data-driven 



Data-Centric Companies Are: 

More likely to have top-quartile financial performance 

2X 

More likely to make decisions “much faster” than competition 

5X 

More likely to execute decisions correctly 

3X 

More likely to use data very frequently when making decisions 

2X 



Building the Modern 

Data Team 



Building the Modern Data Team 

Data Engineer 

Responsible for managing 

the data pipeline to build a 

single source of truth that 

the other team members 

can use to conduct their 

analyses. 
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Building the Modern Data Team 

Data Engineer 

Responsible for managing 

the data pipeline to build a 

single source of truth that 

the other team members 

can use to conduct their 

analyses. 

Data Analyst 

Responsible for finding 

optimization in data and 

translating them to 

operationalize insights. 

They bear the biggest 

responsibility in the 

process of translating data 

to business value. 

Data Scientist 

Tackle the toughest data 

questions and focus on 

insights that can be 

operationalized through 

automations. These are the 

people who build AI and 

machine learning solutions. 

Data Leader/CDO 

Responsible for the data team 

platform’s overall usability and 

quality. Prioritize projects and 

allocate resources to ensure 

that the most valuable insights 

are turning into action. 



What makes a data team 

successful? 



• Data-driven CEO/Founders 

• Demonstrate ROI quickly 

• Data teams need advocates on business teams 

• Understand the blockers 

• Credible, reliable data tools  

• Company-wide data literacy 

6 Keys to 

Data-Driven 

Success 



Prioritizing 

Data Team 

Hires 

• First Hires: Generalist Data Analysts 

• As You Grow: Specialize by Role (Data 

Analyst, Data Scientist, Data Engineer) 

• As You Scale: Specialize Within the Org & 

Build a Hybrid Team 



Thank You 


